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Introduction

1  What is your name?

Surname:

Given name:

2  What is your email address?

Email:

3  Do your views officially represent those of an organisation?

No, these are my personal views

If yes, please specify the name of your organisation.:

4  Which of the following best describes the group or person you represent?

Private Citizen

If other, please specify.:

Comments

1  What are the values (environmental, social and cultural) you associate or identify with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on what information should be required here.:

This area is absolutely unique in its location, remoteness, pristine beauty, simplicity, amazing marine life, its geographical attr butes, and the passion of its local

citizens. The Ningaloo Reef and the Exmouth Gulf go hand in hand in a beautiful mutualistic symbiotic relationship. Each one relies on the other and benefits from

the other. A negative environmental impact in the gulf would directly impact the 'Famous' Ningaloo Reef, deemed a World Heritage Area. Our generation has

come so far in educating itself on the importance of preserving these areas. The Exmouth Gulf , is at times even more spectacular in the diversity of its marine life

and experiences. It is truly a hidden gem .

2  What activities do you engage with in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments on how emissions should be considered here.:

I have lived and worked in this area for many years with my family. We feel absolutely blessed to live here and be apart of such a unique area. The longer I stay

here, the more I realise what a truly spectacular place Exmouth is. The Ningaloo Reef is famous and beautiful, but the Exmouth Gulf is the true Gem. We partake

in the occasional fish , but mostly we enjoy exploring and discovering the underwater diversity of the gulf and its marine life. Every time I drive out or into town

past the serene waters of the gulf, I feel blessed at its simple beauty.

3  What environmental pressures do you observe in and around Exmouth Gulf?

Please provide your comments here.:

The prawning industry has impacted the gulf and its sea life.  The quiet dredging of the

prawn trawlers has no doubt impacted the area. The annual dredging by the local government of the Marina, impacts the area and the refuse ends back on the

main local Town Beach. But the greatest potential impact and pressures is from constant attempts at industrialisation of these protected waters. It seems

relentless. It also seems unbelievable, that in this time of increase education and environmental awareness, that communities such as Exmouth, who are well

aware and fiercely protective of these natural habitat, still have to fight against these large corporations destined to want to destroy this area. If the Ningaloo

Marine Park is World Heritage Land, then the Exmouth Gulf should be right by its side!

4  What environmental pressures in and around Exmouth Gulf affect you/your sector or business?

Label: 

As demonstrated this year, by the massive influx of tourists already to this area, Exmouth does not need more. We do not need more jobs, more tourists by way 

of cruise ships, more private yachts, more cargo vessels, more border force, more support vessels. We need to support and sustain what we already have. We 

had a record number of visitors here (by plane or land) who wanted to see this area. Not because we had a deep water port or any other of the 'proposed 

industry' of GGL. They come for the unique marine life and lifestyle and experience the town can offer. And the town was impacted by the record numbers. We 

don't need more. The town has, and can sustain itself as is. It has done for many years. Look after what we have, and we are guaranteed to have tourism forever.



The towns healthcare can also NOT sustain increase pressure by increasing industry in the area. The base is already a stop over the RAAF for border patrols.

We don't need patrol boats to be here as well. There is no strategic significance for that. Shame on you ,  From protecting your country

to supporting a proposal that is guaranteed to decimate the lives, and lifestyles of local Exmouth residents, and well as decimating a unique environment to the

disadvantage of all future tourists to the area.

5  Are there other activities that are proposed (or likely to be proposed) that you are aware of, which will impact the Exmouth Gulf?

Label:

SUB sea 7

Gascoyne Gateway.

6  Is there any other information you would like to provide?

Please provide your comments here.:

We have people coming to this area all the time. Record number of tourists this year. Families moving here, retirees visiting here. The town can sustain itself in

the status quo, and with its tourism months every year. The town struggled this year with the record numbers. We don't need more industry. And we certainly

don't need a single jetty deep water port for the private yachts and the cruise ships, support vessels, agriculture exports, Australian border force, cargo vessels,

RAN vessels or fuel supplies. Not one single thing from that list would benefit the marine life of the Exmouth Gulf, nor the sustainability of the Exmouth

Community and Surrounds. We need to focus on sustainability of what we have and protect what we have, for all further generations.

I believe we are better than this. Let history never repeat itself but rather teach us lessons so that we make better choices and judgements for our future and the

future generations.

And finally, in the words of The Lorax by Dr Seuss (published in 1971) "Unless someone like you cares a whole awful lot, nothing is going to get better. It's not."

Photos of marine life, in the untouched waters of the Exmouth Gulf, near to the proposed site of the Gascoyne Gateway.

7  If you have any documents to include with your submission, please upload here.

Upload document here.:

Upload additional document here.:

8  Information provided.

I Agree that my submission response does not contain confidential information, and that the submission may be published in full.
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